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Pada dasarnja, Q/^dhQaJ mempunyai 41 bait. Secara puitis, Qapah QaJ inimelukiskan
dinamika perkemahan padangpasir (bait 1-6), wanita berjalan dalam sekedup (bait 7-14),
binatang tmggangan, (bait 15-17), kmbujantan liar (bait 18-23), anjing pemburuan (bait
24-29), ulangan deskripsi tentang binatang tunggangan (bait 30-35) dan ba^an yairpujian
^ait 36-41). Dinamika kehidupan al-Akhtal mencerminkan tokransi bermakna kehidupan
sehari-hari umat Islam. Pendidikan toleransi tidak sekedar dijadikan wacana, topi terlihat
dari kenyataan dan tercermin berbagai katya sastrawan pemeluk Nasraniyang utuh. Apalagi
al-Akhfal dikenal sebagai salah seorang sastrawan Nasraniyang dapat menikmati berbagai
fasilitasyang cukup menggiurkan dalam istana Dinasti Umeyyah pada saat itu
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A. Introduction

Qafiah Qaf of al-Akhfal (41 lines) is poetically being categorized into
Omayyad classical Arabic poem: The poet systematically rhymed this poem to
praise Salm Ibn Zayyad one of the Omayyad elite group.

The objective of this article is academically to present an examination of
accurate translation of the poem. Furthermore it is also to look into stylistic
analysis which that is successfully invented by al-Akhtal. He has imaginatively,
metrically and stylistically achieved to prove his craftmanship in'this poem and the
stylistic analysis in this Qafiah Qaf is entirely examined to strengthen it.

K Al-Akhtal

Al-Akhtal (d.92h) is obviously-known as one of the famous Umayyad
court poet from tribe of al-Taghlib. His contemporary poets are Jarir and al-
Farazdaq. This three poets are poetically well-known in al-Naqaid. He has
metrically invented panegyric poems to praise the caliphsand governors especially
Yazid bin Mu'̂ awiyah. Furthermore one of the interest thing here is that al-
Akhtal' a Christian poet has successfully beenchosen to be a courtpoet to defend
one of the Omayyad caliphs.

C Content

This article has systematically been divided into two parts. Part one is
academically dealing with translation (pages 1 —11) and part two is poetically a
stylisticanalysis, conclusion and bibliography ^ages 12 —22).
d) Translation
1

jwl ^ (/• k
O! Mayyah, why is some of your love not to be given as a reward? And

whyis a prisoner whose pledge is forfeit to you not ransomed.

2

Cjl-Ol Jju (1)1 iTft

Shall not this be my compact with you; Our ways will coincideagain after
our dwellings have been distanced from one another.

' According to Mujahid M. Bahjat, lecturer in al-Hashexnite University, Jordan for reading and
revising through Tengku Ghani's research said than "His choice of al-Akhtal poems is mainly
based on his field of specialty, whichis the Umayyad poetry. Al-Akhtal is considered as one of the
best poets of his era in our poetic heritage. (Mujahid M. Bahjat, "Foreword", Tengku Gham
Tengku jusoh (2001), Stykisiic Analysis ofSelected poems ofDiwan Al-Akhtal Al-Taghlibi, Kuala
Lumpur: Univision Press, p. xi)
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jLji iarLjj jJ j jS ^ y.aJl W

If you see me affected by time with old age and clothed in a ragged
brocade of its.

4

c2Joli JLitf- uSj -Lag

Yet reckless girls sometimes sport with me, and beauty, in a languorous
woman, sometimes detains me.

5

(3^ ljUp olji- tUoj tjli uSj

Andmy heart although I try to restrain it - imposes upon me the difficult
task of visiting a camp-site, on the morning when the tribe sets off with varied
intentions.

6

iSj^^ Udi iSj Ja: J_j51 -ASj
I say to thaur; Can you see women travelling in litters driven by a man

anxious, because of my reputation, to keep them away from me.

7

J?*-- tlr* cU-cuts'

As if they were ships putting out to sea near al-Rahha or a grove of tall
mature palm trees ofJu'atha,

The mirage raises them up for one following to see; they are glimpsed by
an eyenow keen and now dulled by tears.

9

JjJl c«Ju^ ^JA cJU Jij cjl^l Jlj Jl5j cLlaJ- ^
Finally we caught up with them the day had gone and the hard ground

was stretching down towards them on the heights ofkhaynaf.
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10

-klUti (1 uiAi j* ^ji
They cast glances at us from every vantage-point with eyes the blackness

ofvdiich was not mixed with any blue.

11

"-J Ojlsu

They make reddess the white-haired old man whose aspiration should be
Islam; and the slim youth who, still has all h^ teeth, is captivated by them.

12

1*^ C-JtSj (Jtajl jjP
I put my threadbare rida* fluttering on some high ground (as shade) for

some noble fellow.

13

C^0? Aits' ^ jA^
I set it up and it flapped among their turbans, as if it were a bird fastened

by the leg.

14

t5(,r^JalU£ l-lA cXSi' t«.jj*- e\j3

May I be the ransom of Abu Harb! On the morning when there set out
one who associates with the Jiim, or is lonely and ahaid.

15

L* lil (pbtsJl Jji- U| j*

On a strong she-camel that runs quickly, with which you hurtle througji
the passes, when her pace is increased.

16

Aits' I. LfcJ

While the chameleon remained basking in the sun as though stranding
with swollen jugularveins.

17
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Her hind-legs overtake her forelegs and she has great speedin her forelegs
when you look at her sideways

18

After the journey has emaciated her body, she looks like a white oryx of
Ghazzah with speckled legs.

19

(3j' oIj

Which has stayed on one side of Ghazzah, made restless by a longnight
and the fearful sleepless heart.

20

^ ji c-wIa 2JL) d c-JVj

It Spent a night in which the winds raged, and flashes came from the
thunder-clouds of al-^Ayn.

21

jji) ^\jj^ aj jJjilts' jl-'alli

Therain was like scattered pearls, shaken offby it,when itswet pelt made
him shudder.

22 -

<3_^ Jo LfL* jAiL) cijL

It takes refuge all nights from the rain under a box-thorn with the
branches and leaves dripping upon its back.

23

JJJl AiP As*.,iaij (.its' lil

Until when the light of morning had almost revealed it, and the blackness
of night had almostdeparted from it.

24

(3^ (j* CA ^cjji Aj C-^^tA
Lean, narrow-haunched (dogs) like splinters of a bowroused it.
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25

J ^^4-1 Oulj 4J <3L^ (J^

It proceeded to advance swiftly towards something to which it was
driven, while the dogs of the tribe competed to overtake it.

26 .

It warded off from itself the death that had menaced it; while they almost
caught up with it, coming very close indeed.

27

^^LJl Aid? 1j ^ ^Ur ^ ^

When they overtook it, it lunged sideways with its horns, and a blood
covered their shoulders from its thrust.

28

lil cajji ^3

It diarged as a spearman (i.e. The Oryx), defending its vitals, piercing their
kidneys when it directed its horns at them.

29

A-h tyj
Some of them were left prostrate, still just breathing; others were left no

longer breathing.

30

On the day I met you, the simoon struck me, and my linen robe almost
caught fire.

31 .

(3^jA\ lii j_jl^
(Travelling) on saddle-slipping camels, the eyes of which ran with water,

when they found the flat desert too much for them.

32

(3^ t^U5 tL^ 0_jAiaj 1*.^f cJVI ^ tjfS-
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In the depths of the mirage producing clouds, which raised them up for a
litde while, floating in them, and then splitapart.

33

(3-LaSJ lil ^

Leaving visible lean-fleshed camels led by one that gave birth prematurely,
when the sweat flowed from her flanks.

34

Their girth-thongs were, because of the length of the time they had been
emaciated, like women's belts, the ornaments of which clinked restlessly.

35

0jiiJl <.^^3 L4 lil

They floated above the desert, when raised up by the mirage, just as the
ash-grey wolves of the barren landslink along.

36

c5_;Il \jt 131 (jJb:- Vj jJl oUaiC V til
To a man, past whom no companies of travellers go-and not to meagre

hospitality, when the meat sauce is slow to arrive.

37

J Vj toLaJl jA 131 jSa V .I

Firm-hearted, not speaking wildly, when he brandishes his lance, orhasty
and rash.

38

^^iJl ojIj cfrMJl till* U-Up iLj cjtj
And you o! IbnZiyyad, we enjoy favours from you/we find your infliction

of trial on us pleasant; you are our sincere adviser and the one who has
compassion on us.

39

t5> Vj d L. tyb JiiUlj
Independent in a matter in which no weak and cowardly or fearful, man

the tribe fails.
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40

jjLiJi t5y ji^ cJij

You are the best son of a sister to be surrounded (by troops), when the
standards flap above the army.

41

*^5 jS' tiJUji-1 Uip 'dJLf?' itti—
One whose house is frequented, whose nature is praise-wordiy; one \x4io

is not niggardly or mean when payingthe blood-wid.

StylisticAnalysis
Line 1; begins widi an apostrophe which is followed by two parallel

passive verbal sentences. Variety between these two is achieved in two ways; the
first is the fact that they have different subjects, one being abstract (and also
compound), the other being personal (A sin^e indefinite noun, reinforced by an
adjectival phrase); the second is the fact that both sentences refer to thepersonal
subject of the second sentence, firom a sligjitly different view point, the first by
implication and the second direcdy. The adjectival phrase at the endof lb cannot
be called a gratuitous adjecti\^ adjunct, since, it adds further valuable
informadon.

Line 2; The fiist hemisdch of line 2 k a simple question. The second

hemistich, which is dependent upon clarifies the first. The structure of the
second hemistich separates subject and verb, putting the verb, as the most
important word, last. There is a tibaq between and ** LsxJ." on thehand

and on the other.

Line 3 consKts of the protasis of a conditional sentence followed by two
circumstantial sentences. Each of these concentrate on the object of each verb,
which k the same in all three cases, whereas the subject of each is different.
Variation between the two circumstantial sentences is achieved by means of
variation in the patternof subject; in the first the subject is a simple defimte noun
followed by a prepositional phrase linking it with the verb and object, in the
second the subject is an indefinite noun and adjective, the prepositional
expression attached to which appears to refer to in the first sentence.

Line 4 consists of a double-apodosis to the conditional sentence, in which
variation is again achieved by the use of different types of subject, the first
personal, the second abstract; the second part separates the verb from its subject
by anadverbial phrase. It is noticeable now, in roughly parallel hemistich, thepoet
follows a straightforward statementwith the more complex one.
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Line 5 provides a further apodosis to the conditional sentence, this time

made more complex first by the parenthetical insertion of and secondly
by the addition of an adverbial clause followed by a circumstantial clause.

Line 6 should strictly be_regarded as yet another apodosis to the
conditional sentence, but, in fact, it acts as a development of the narrative
begining in line 5. It also marks a shift in the direction in which this section of the
poem is proceeding, by diverting attention from "Mayyah", to whom the
preceding lines have been addressed to a new addressee. This permits the poet to
develop the image and the narrative more freely. The relative clause, which
occupies the second hemistich, is one again interrupted by an adverbial phrase

is a gratuitous adjectival adjunct.

Line 7 consists of two parallel comparative clauses, both, in this case,
interrupted by an expression containing a place name, slightly varied in their
relationship with the other components of the clauses. The final adjective of the
secondhemistich is functional, rather than gratuitous.

Line 8: This line consists of a simple statement followed by a consecutive
clause with two subjects. The lack of a conjunction at the beginning of the line
suggests that the first element is technically to be regarded asan additional relative _
clause, dependent on line 6. Thepositioning of theverb of the consecutive clause,
at the end of the first hemistich is a favourite one, and here permits the poet to
vary his double-subject bymaking the second longer than the first.

line 9 consists of a short statement followed by two circumstantial
clauses, the second ofwhich has an adverbial interruption. " is only vaguely

connected in sense with the preceding line. The sound "J" predominates in this

verse with subsidiary "0" .

Line 10 consists of a main clause lasting to the first word of the second
hemistich. The structure of the line is relatively straightforward. The sound
pattern is much same as in line 9. "0" and "J" have parity here.

Line 11 consists of two more or less parallel statements; the first of which
is followed by a circumstantial clause. Variation between the two is achieved by
reversing thcTSubject and object. " Jjjr , which also serves to vary the second
statement, is almost butnotquite agratuitous adjectival adjunct.-: -- --

Line 12 consists ofananacoluthic phrase, emphasizing this dement of the
line followed by a straightforward sentence, in which the anacoluthon is referred
to by a pronoun. The "j", "o" and "J" in the line imitate the fluttering of the
garment.
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Line 13 again has a very simple structure. The initial anaphora is followed
by a circumstantial clause, which in turn is followed by a comparative clause.

There is a fainter echo of the fluttering in the "j", "'J'" and "J".

Line 14 again is a simple structure, consisting of an exclamatory phrase,
followed by a temporal clause.

Line 15 begins with the customary " that is associated with the

begining of the rihlah followed by a relative clause; the second hemistich begins
witL a descriptive phrase in apposition to the beginning of the first hemistich,
followed by a temporal clause.

Line 16 consists of a main clause followed by a comparative clause,

is a gratuitous adjectival adjunct In this section, there is quite a high proportion
of line in which there is a break in sense at the end of the first hemistich.

Line 17 consists of two main clauses, both of which are interrupted, the

first, slightly awkwardty, by " , the second, very characteristically by a

temporal clause.
Line 18 consists of a comparative clause, interrupted by the first word by

a temporal clause, occupymg the remainder of the first hemistich; the natural

order of the first two components of the second hemistich is reversed. " is

virtuallya gmtuitous adjectivaladjunct.
Line 19 the straightforward line consisting of a main clause occupying

most of the first hemistich, followed by a circumstantial clause, beginning in the
first hemistich, with two subjects, the second of which is longer than the first.

There is a predominance of the sound "J*'.

Line 20 is again straightforward, consisting of a main clause, occupying
half of the first hemistich, followed by a relative clause occupying the second half
of the first hemistich. The second hemistich consists of a circumstantial clause,
associated with the relative clause, but only loosely attached to it; it is interrupted
by an adverbial phrase. One unusual feature here is that the natural subject and
object of the main clause are grammatically reversed, presumably to avoid

repetition of "ob" from line 19.The "J" sound is echoed here.

Line 21 follows much the same pattern as lines 19 and 20, but with a
further variation in the second part. It begins with the main clause, followed, at
the end of the first hemistich, by a one-word circumstantial clause, loosely
attached, but serving as a relative clause; the second hemistich is occupied by a
temporal clause, the natural subject of which is again indirectly expressed. Yet

again the "J" sound predominates.
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Line 22: The same pattern is once again repeated in line 22, with further
variation. The first hemistich consists of a main clause; the second hemistich

consists of a circumstantial clause , this time introduced by "j". " is a

gratuitous nominal adjunct. The four lines 19-22are linked both by structure and

by predominant sound, since the "J" sound is prominent in this line as welL

Line 23 consists entirely of a temporal clause, acting as the protasis to line
24's apodosis. It is divided into two almost parallel halves, differentiated only by
the unusually placed " -up". The abrupt transition from description to action is

perhaps mitigatedby the three "J" sounds at the end of second hemistich.

Line 24 reverts to the pattern of lines 19 to 22. It begins with a main
clause followed by a relative clause; these divide the first hemistich almost equally
between them. The second hemistich consists of a comparative clause, the last
two components ofwhich are reversed, in the manner of the components of the
second hemistich of line 18.

Line 25 also conforms to this pattern, with some variations. The first
hemistich consists of a main clause followed by short relative clause. The second

•hemistich consists of a second main clause. There is nothing particularly
remarkable about the sound pattern.

Line 26, while appearing to begin with the same pattern, is in fact rather
different. The clause at the beg^ning of the first hemistich is in fact parallel to

A Jl of line 25 and is dependent on " Jhi". The clause at the first
hemistich acts as a relative clause, even thou^ it is not formally connected with
the previous clause. The second hemistich consists of two main clauses, almost
identicalin meaning.

This similarity is emphasized by the Tajnis between " 4:5^" and

The first hemistich of line 27 consists of the protasis and apodosis of a
temporal clause. The precise connection of the second hemistich with the first is

problematical. The use of the jussive " su^ests that this clause may be a
second apodosis to the temporal clause; it is more likely, however, that it is merely
a circumstantial clause with the jussive form employed metri gratia. The order of
subject and object in this clauseSis|agam -reversed, and it is interrupted by a
prepositional phrase.
The first hemistich of line 28 consists of a main clause followed by a
circumstantial clause. The poet chooses to represent subjects as a new one, in the
indefinite, thus, unusually producing a metaphor rather than a simile. The second
hemistich may be analyzed in different ways. It may be the protasis and apodosis
ofa temporal clause-the apodosis being in the imperfect; on the other hand itmy
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be the delayed protasisof a temporal sentence of which* begins the apodosis,

in which case would be a circumstantial.

Line 29 consists of a common initial expression followed by two parallel

clauses governedby " uy The extended Tajnis, or rather quasi-repetition is
remarkable; the repetitionof the samewords at the end of the first hemistich and

at the end of second hemistich avoids exact parallelism by the addition of

at the beginning of the second hemistich, and a kind of chiasmus is^ produced by
the intervention of at the beg^ning of the second clause. The sound of "j"

predominates in this line.
Line 30 consists of an adverbial temporal clause, followed by two

apodoses, in different tenses; the imperfective of the first suggests, at the same
time, a circumstantial clause. The second apodosis b^jns at the end of the first
hemistich and then proceeds in a normal manner. There is a preponderance of
mim sound in this line.

Line 31 begins with the usual Tadmin ( associated -ttdth the rahil
followed by a relative clause, whichitselfis followed by a temporal clause.

Line 32 b^^s witli a radminj prepositional expression, followed by a
relative clause; the central portion of the first hemistich, which, at first s^t,
appears to be a characteristic intem^tion, is not in fact one, since it qualifies
" Iin a, natural position. The second hemistich begins with a circumstantial

clause, followed by the secondpart the relative clause in the first hemistich.
Line 34 begins with a comparative clause extending into the second

hemistich, interrupted by a prepositional expression, incorporating a relative
clause. The remainder of the second hemistich consists of another relative clause.

The predominant soundin thisline are"j", "<3" and "J".
Line 35 begjns with a main clause, followed by temporal clause, followed

again bya comparative clause. The sound "v" predominates in this line.

Line 36 beg^s with a prepositional phrase, constituting tadmin (
which is only loosely connected with the last six lines. This is followed by a
relative clause, which again is followed by an adjectival expression, beginning at
the end of the first hemistich, which is an apposition to " and equally

governed by"Jl". The second hemistich ends with a temporal clause.
Most of the first hemistich of line 37 consists of two parallel adjectival

expressions, bothin apposition to"(^yV- These are followed by a temporal clause
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beginning at the end of first hemistich. The final word of the second hemistich is
a gratuitous adjectival adjunct.

Line 38 begins with an isolated pronoun, which is taken up, after the
apostrophe in a prepositional expression, in a main clause which spans the
caesura. This is followed by a second main clause which completes the line.There

is a predominance of the "0" sound in this line.

Line 39 begins with an adjectival expression, parallel to the complements
of the second main clause of line 38. This is followed by a relative clause,
beginninginahe-first hemistich and occupying the whole of the second^hemistich.
It has two subjects, the first of which is interrupted by a prepositional expression.
There is a Tajnis between and

Line 40 begins with the main clause followed by a relative clause; the
second hemistich consists of a temporal clause, intermpted by a prepositional
expression.

Line 41 consists of four adjectival phrases, all dependent on "cJl" in line

40, and alldifferent in constmction firom one another. The fourth " Vj" is a

gratuitous adjectival adjunct.

D. Conclusion

This Qafiah (41 lines) stylistically consists of an apostrophe, protasis of a
conditional sentence, a double - apodosis, parallel comparative clauses, parallel
statement, an anacoluthic phrase, exclamatory phrase, implication (al-Tadmin),
adverbial phrase, temporal clause, prepositional phrase andadjectival plurase.
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